
Investor Information
Name: CPF/CNPJ:

Name of responsivel (in case of PJ): CPF:

Total investment portfolio, balance R$m:

Monthly income, R$ ('000)

up to 10% -

between 11% and 20% -
between 21% and 30% -
above 30% -

Compensation for work -
Dividends as an entrepreneur -
Dividends from investments or rental income -
Retirement income -
Heritage -
Financial investments -
Other -

up to 25% -
between 25% and 50% -
between 50% and 75% -
above 75% -

Properties
Own business ventures
Equity stakes in other businesses
Real estate
Planes
Boat / Yacht
Farm
Summer house
Others

Savings, CDB or DI funds - -
Fixed income - Public - -
Fixed income - Private (LCI, LCA, CRI, CRA, Debêntures etc) - -
Balanced funds - -
Equities and equity funds - -
Real estate funds - -
Derivatives (Options, Futures, Forwards, Stock lending) - -
Currencies - -
Commodities - -
Alternatives (Hedge Fund, Venture Capital, Private Equity) - -
Structured products (COE) - -

Savings, CDB or DI funds -
Fixed income - Public -
Fixed income - Private (LCI, LCA, CRI, CRA, Debêntures etc) -
Balanced funds -
Equities and equity funds -
Real estate funds -
Derivatives (Options, Futures, Forwards, Stock lending) -
Currencies -
Commodities -
Alternatives (Hedge Fund, Venture Capital, Private Equity) -
Structured products (COE) -

Yes -
No -

6) List your investment portfolio by type of application: % of total portfolio Invested in the last 12 months. Mark 
with an "X"

7) Are there any substantial liquidity events expected for the next 24 months? Select with an "X"

SUITABILITY QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear Investor, for us at Logus Capital, knowing your profile and risk tolerance is the starting point for our work. Based on CVM regulations and the ANBIMA Code of Regulation and Best Practices, a 
questionnaire was created to guarantee the adequacy and compatibility of your investments with your risk profile.

Thank you in advance for your attention.

1) What percentage of your income do you usually invest on a regular basis? Select with an "X"

3) How much do your investments represent from your total wealth? Select with an "X"

2) What is your primary source of income? Select with an "X"

5) Mark the investment products that you have familiarity with.
Consider all your academic, transactional and investment experience with financial institutions. Product familiarity ("X") Preference for your investment 

portfolio ("X")

4) The remainder to the previous answer is divided into what assets? Put the % to each item



up to 10% -
between 11% and 20% -
between 20% and 30% -
above 30% -

up to 1 year
between 1 and 3 years -
between 3 and 5 years -
above 5 years -

Preservation of purchasing power (inflation) -
Gains compatible with the market interest rate (CDI) -
Gains above the market interest rate (CDI) -
Gains significantly higher than the market interest rate (CDI) -

I want to avoid losing any part of the amount invested, even if I have smaller gains -
I can accept small losses in the pursuit of the possibility of greater long-term gains -
I can accept losses in the search for the possibility of higher earnings in the long run -

Would not accept any loss -
up to 1% -
between 1% and 5% -
above 5% -

Would not accept any loss -
up to 1% -
between 1% and 10% -
between 11% and 20% -
above 20% -

Would invest more -
I would be worried but would not make any moves -

-
I would rescue the investment in its entirety -

Would invest more -
I would be worried but would not make any moves -

-
I would rescue the investment in its entirety -

Human sciences -
Exact sciences -

-
Technological sciencies -
None of the previous options -

Tax issues -
-
-

Philanthropy -

_____________________________________________________ RESULT: INVESTOR PROFILE (1 to 5)*

DATE AND PLACE

_________________________________________________

*Investor Profile - Up to 2: Conservative; 2 up to 4: Moderate; 4 to 5: Dynamic

INVESTOR SIGNATURE

Select with an "X"

Biological sciences

Select with an "X"17) Special restrictions apply to the following subjects (please tick):

Specific vehicles such as exclusive funds, trusts, foundations, endowments
Specific sectors

For legal reasons, Logus Capital can only provide Investment Advisory services for resources declared in the Tax Income Statement. Therefore, it is explicitly understood for the purpose of this contract  
resources under the advice of Logus Capital are duly declared.

Select with an "X"

12) What would be an acceptable percentage of loss for your entire portfolio in the short term (6 months)? Select with an "X"

13) What would be an acceptable loss for up to 5% of your portfolio in the short term (6 months)? Select with an "X"

9) How long do you intend to keep these funds invested?

10) What are your primary goals when investing these resources (you can tick more than 1 answer)?

15) In the situation described above, now worth R$1,050,000, assets would suffer a further devaluation of 12.5%, 

Transfer some of the resources to lower risk investments

16) What is your academic background? Select with an "X"

Select with an "X"14) Suppose you initially invested R$1,000,000 in a high volatile Multimarket fund (8% in 12 months) and over time 

Transfer some of the resources to lower risk investments

Select with an "X"

Select with an "X"
11) How do you behave in relation to your investments?

8) What percentage of your investments do you plan to use in up to 12 months? Select with an "X"


